We are developing an image based adaptive optics system using a micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) deformable mirror for earth observing sensors. We proposed two algorithms for control of the deformable mirror, a stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) optimization and a deformable mirror diversity estimation. We developed an adaptive optics system testbed using a commercial astronomical telescope and a MEMS deformable mirror. We observed a distant building pattern from our laboratory, then controlled the deformable mirror to compensate the wavefront aberration. Experimental results show that misalignments and wavefront aberrations are compensated and image qualities are improved.
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Introduction
A high-resolution observation is required for small satellite remote sensing missions in recent years. A large aperture telescope of more than 400mm aperture should be used to realize less than 1m GSD observations. However, it is difficult or expensive to realize the large aperture telescope using a monolithic primary mirror with high surface accuracy. A segmented mirror telescope or a deployable telescope should be studied especially for small satellite missions. Generally, not only high accuracy of optical surface but also high accuracy of optical alignment is required for large aperture telescopes. For deployable telescopes, alignments of optical elements are more difficult than that of conventional monolithic mirror telescopes. For conventional systems, optical alignments are adjusted before launch to achieve desired imaging performance. However, it is difficult to adjust the alignment for large sized optics in high accuracy. Furthermore, thermal environment in orbit and vibration in a launch vehicle cause the misalignments of the optics. We are developing an adaptive optics system 1,2) using a micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) deformable mirror [3] [4] [5] for earth observing remote sensing sensors that can be equipped on small satellites. An image based adaptive optics system [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] compensates misalignments of optical elements and wavefront aberrations of optics using a MEMS deformable mirror by feedback control using observed images instead of using a wavefront sensor. 12) By using the image based adaptive optics, total amount of incident light can enter an image sensor. We developed an adaptive optics system testbed using a commercial astronomical telescope and a deformable mirror. We observed a distant building pattern from our laboratory, then controlled the deformable mirror to compensate the intentional misalignment of the optical system. We propose the control algorithm of the deformable mirror for extended scenes by using observed images, then present experimental results for several modes of wavefront aberrations that are intentionally added by the deformable mirror. Experimental results show that misalignments and wavefront aberrations are compensated and the image quality is improved.
Mathematical Model of the Adaptive Optics System and the Wavefront Aberration
The observed image is calculated by convolution of the object and the point spread function (PSF) as Eq. (1) based on the scholar diffraction theorem, 13) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) o x y i x y s x n y y x    .
(1) The aberration of the optics affects the shape of the PSF which is calculated by the Fourier transform of the generalized pupil function as Eq. ) ,
where  
(3) The generalized pupil function is calculated using the wavefront function and the pupil function. The wavefront function is expressed by a linear combination of Zernike polynomials 14) as Eq. (4).
Low order Zernike polynomials are shown in Table 1 . These modes are correlated with Seidel aberrations. Table 1 . Aberration modes of Zernike polynomials.
3.
Optimization Algorithm for Compensation of Wavefront Error
Stochastic parallel gradient descent optimization using a deformable mirror
In stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) optimization using a deformable mirror, stochastic inputs are applied to wavefronts using a deformable mirror, then the merit function calculated from the observed image is optimized. To 
In this method, the merit function J perform an important role for the SPGD optimization. We considered two merit functions. One is based on the sharpness of the image, and the other is based on the contrast of the image.
The sharpness merit function is expressed as Eq. (9).
When an optical system has a wavefront aberration, the PSF spreads broadly, then energy of the incident light decreases. Therefore, the image could be sharpened by maximize the pixel value of the image using the merit function s J .
The contrast merit function is calculated as Eq. (10),
This merit function reflects the difference of the brightness of the image in the specific area. When the PSF spreads broadly, observed image blurs and the difference between the brightness of pixels becomes smaller. Therefore, the image contrast could be improved by maximize the contrast of the image.
The sharpness merit function has a high sensitivity against the Zernike coefficients for a point source target such as a star. On the other hand, when observing an extended scene, the sensitivity of this merit function against the Zernike coefficients decrease considerably. This is because pixels in the neighboring region affect each other due to blur. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the value of the Zernike coefficient a4 and values of merit functions when observing a extended scene. When the absolute value of the a4 becomes larger, the sensitivity of the Js decreases compared with that of Jc. Therefore, we use the Jc for an extended scene. Numerical simulation results of the SPGD optimization are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For the wavefront aberration, Zernike coefficients of 10 modes shown in Table 1 were randomly generated with the standard deviation of 0.5 and the average of 0.3. The wavefront aberration is compensated by optimizing the contrast merit function. In implementing the SPGD optimization to the adaptive optics system, the merit function must be calculated from the obtained image. In other words, it is necessary to implement the wavefront compensation software on the on-board computer and to control the deformable mirror online.
On the other hand, the SPGD optimization does not require a mathematical model which represents the relationship between input voltages of the deformable mirror and obtained images. Therefore, the SPGD optimization can be regarded as a robust method against structural changes such as thermal distortions or misalignments.
Deformable mirror diversity estimation
In the phase diversity wavefront estimation, the wavefront aberration whose size is known, called the phase diversity, must be intentionally added. In the conventional method, the phase diversity is generated by defocus of an image sensor. An estimation problem of the wavefront aberration is formulated as an inverse problem using multiple images with different phase diversities. We use a deformable mirror to apply phase diversities to optical wavefronts instead of defocusing the image sensor. Therefore, we call this method the deformable mirror diversity estimation. When the phase diversity is applied to the wavefront by the deformable mirror, the observed image is obtained as Eq. (11), 
In the deformable mirror diversity estimation, aberration parameters, coefficients of Zernike polynomials, are estimated by minimizing the evaluation function D J 9) as Eq. (16), 
where I and H are the Fourier transform of i and h respectively and an asterisk used as a superscript implies complex conjugation. The merit function in the deformable mirror diversity estimation reflects characteristics of the PSF using coefficients of Zernike polynomials. Therefore, in this method, a mathematical model of the optical system including a shape of the deformable mirror surface is required. Numerical simulation results of the deformable mirror diversity estimation are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . Conditions of the aberration were the same as those of the SPGD optimization. That is, coefficients of 10 Zernike polynomials were randomly generated with the standard deviation of 0.5 and the average of 0.3. The optical wavefront was compensated using the estimated values of Zernike coefficients, then the observed image was calculated as shown in Fig. 4 . In the deformable mirror diversity method, the wavefront can be estimated by batch processing using the acquired image and the shape of the deformable mirror which was applied in acquiring images. After estimating the wavefront aberration, wavefront compensation is performed by giving an opposite phase with the deformable mirror. In other words, it is possible not to mount algorithms on the onboard computer and to process them offline.
On the other hand, when constructing the inverse problem, it is necessary to know deformable mirror diversities correctly, and it is important to construct a mathematical model of the deformable mirror and the optical system.
Adaptive Optics Experimental Setup
We developed the adaptive optics experimental system on the optical bench as Figs. 6 and 7. We used a commercial astronomical telescope with 120 mm aperture and 1000 mm focal length. A parallel light was guided to the deformable mirror by an afocal system, and the modulated wavefront was focused on a CMOS sensor by the condensing optical system.
The appearance of the system is shown in Fig. 7 . We adjusted an alignment of the adaptive optics system with the deformable mirror on the optical breadboard in advance. Then, the alignment between the astronomical telescope and the adaptive optical system was adjusted on the optical bench. We use a 140-actuator micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) deformable mirror manufactured by Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC) shown in Fig. 8 for a wavefront modulation. The main specifications of the deformable mirror are shown in Table 2 . We observed a pattern of the building 3 km away from our laboratory. The observed target is shown in Fig. 9 which was observed using a 400-mm aperture telescope for reference. Fig. 9 . The pattern of the building observed in the experiment.
Experimental Results
We focused on the fact that it is not necessary to construct a mathematical model of the optical system and the deformable mirror, therefore, we conducted adaptive optics experiments using the SPGD optimization described in 3.1. In this experiment, the contrast merit function was used. Both an unknown wavefront aberration inputs DM_abr and a wavefront control inputs DM_ctr were generated by the deformable mirror. That is, the input pattern of the deformable mirror is represented as DM_abr+DM_ctr. Then the amount of DM_ctr was optimized using the SPGD optimization. The initial value of the DM_ctr was set to random value with zero as the average value.
Experimental results for two different random values of DM_abr are shown below. The results of the experiment 1 are shown in Figs. 10 to 12, and those of the experiment 2 are shown in Figs. 13 to 15. In both cases, it can be confirmed that inputs distribution of the deformable mirror actuators became almost flat and the image quality was improved. The result means that DM_ctr could successfully cancel the unknown pattern of DM_abr.
In the experiment 1, the pattern of DM_abr is shown in the left of Fig. 10 , and the compensated inputs pattern of the deformable mirror is shown in the right of Fig. 10 .
The blurred pattern of the building was compensated by the SPGD optimization with the deformable mirror as shown in Fig. 11 . The relationship between number of trials and the values of merit function in the experiment 1 is shown in Fig.  12 . In this case, the merit function was minimized after 24 trials. In the experiment 2, the different pattern of DM_abr was randomly generated as shown in the left Fig. 13 , and the compensated input pattern of the deformable mirror is shown in the right of Fig. 13 .
As in the experiment 1, the blurred pattern of the building was compensated by the SPGD optimization with the deformable mirror in the experiment 2 as shown in Fig. 14. The relationship between number of trials and the values of merit function in experiment 2 is shown in Fig. 15 . In this case, the merit function was almost minimized after 4 trials. 
Conclusion
We proposed two wavefront compensation methods, the SPGD optimization and the deformable mirror diversity estimation, for an adaptive optics system with a deformable mirror. Then we carried out numerical simulations for both methods, and it was shown that the wavefront aberration can be estimated using observed images by using the deformable mirror.
Furthermore, we constructed an adaptive optics experiment system using a MEMS deformable mirror and conducted experiments to observe a scene from our laboratory. As a result, we showed that the unknown wavefront aberration was canceled by the MEMS deformable mirror using the SPGD optimization. the image quality was improved. 
